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FOLLOWING THE ECONOMIC collapse of 2008, almost every state in the Union faced a significant budget shortfall. Florida was no exception. Yawning budget gaps plagued the state budget in 2009 and 2010. Though the recession was the proximate cause of the gaps, decades of overspending spawned Florida’s fiscal woes. Furthermore, the predicament was avoidable. If Florida had held spending constant for the last 20 years while adjusting for inflation and population growth, it would have avoided its 2009 budget gap. Moreover, the state can avoid future budgetary problems by restraining the growth of spending, permitting Floridians greater economic freedom, and adopting stronger balanced-budget requirements.

BUDGET GAPS

In 2009, Florida faced a $5.7 billion budget shortfall, equal to 22 percent of its General Fund. As soon as the state closed that gap, however, another emerged in 2010. In order to close the gaps, Florida enacted a number of emergency measures, including fee increases, tax hikes, and spending reductions. For instance, the state increased new car registration fees by 35 percent, raised its cigarette tax by $1 per pack, increased its tax on real property transfers, and decreased spending on transportation and corrections. Each of these decisions created hardship for Floridians as they encountered unanticipated costs and reduced services.

The recession was the proximate cause of Florida’s budget gaps and its citizens’ pain. When the economy contracted in late 2008 and 2009, state revenue fell precipitously. At the same time, demand for the state’s welfare services increased, generating the nation’s 11th-largest budget gap in 2009. But the recession was not the only cause for this gap. Though all states experienced the recession, not all states encountered large gaps. Recent research indicates that the following policies in particular contributed to large budget gaps:
• Growth in per capita spending during the decades preceding the recession.

• Low levels of economic freedom, characterized by onerous regulation or burdensome government activity.

• Weak balanced budget requirements.5

All three of these policies contributed to Florida’s gap.

Spending Growth

In 1987, Florida spent $2,666 per citizen.6 In 2007—the year before the recession—the state spent $3,772 per citizen.7 Thus, even after adjusting for inflation, the state increased per capita spending 41 percent over 20 years. This might not have been a problem if the state’s economy had grown as quickly, but it didn’t. Over the same period, inflation-adjusted per capita personal income increased only 32 percent. Growth in state government spending therefore outpaced growth in state income by nearly 30 percent. Because the state relies on the private sector for its revenue, such a spending path is unsustainable. If, however, Florida had maintained its inflation-adjusted per capita spending level of 1987, it would have avoided its 2009 budget gap.

Economic Freedom

People are said to enjoy economic freedom when their persons and property are protected by the rule of law and when they are permitted personal choice, voluntary exchange with others, and freedom to compete in markets.8 Political scientists William Ruger and Jason Sorens have developed a measure of each state’s level of economic freedom.8 Taking into account factors such as state spending, regulation, and tax policies, Sorens and Ruger rank Florida the 22nd-most economically free state in the Union.

As with limited spending growth, econometric tests show that Sorens and Ruger’s measure of economic freedom is associated with smaller budget gaps.10 If Florida exhibited the same level of economic freedom as the freest states (such as South Dakota, New Hampshire and Colorado), its 2009 budget gap would have been 37 to 47 percent smaller.11

Strict Balanced-Budget Requirements

A number of researchers have investigated the stringency of state balanced-budget requirements.12 These requirements can be more or less strict depending on whether they apply to proposed or enacted spending, whether they permit deficits to be carried over to the next year, and whether an independently elected high court evaluates the legislature’s compliance with these requirements. While Florida meets the first two criteria, its Supreme Court members are politically appointed, resulting in less-strict state balanced-budget requirements.13 Research shows that states with balanced-budget requirements such as Florida’s tend to have budget gaps that are 35 to 45 percent larger than states with stronger balanced-budget requirements.14

THE PROBLEM OF OVERSPENDING

Florida can close its budget gap in the short run by raising taxes or cutting expenses. However, the state cannot solve its long-term budgetary problems merely by raising taxes.

First, taxes are economically costly. In a review of the literature, economist Timothy Bartik found that, according to the median estimate, a 10 percent increase in state taxation is associated with a 3 percent reduction in business activity such as employment, firm births, and investment.18 Thus, a state that raises taxes to close its deficit substitutes one problem for another.

Moreover, a number of studies suggest that tax increases lead to further spending increases.19 This is because government spending tends to adjust to whatever resources are available. Thus, if a state addresses its budget gap by raising revenues, it often increases total expenditures in the years that follow. And because expenditure increases eventually result in larger budget gaps, attempts to rectify revenue shortfalls with tax increases may be self-defeating.17

Lastly, as noted above, Florida spending has outpaced private-sector growth for several decades. Even if the state were to continually raise taxes enough to keep pace with spending growth, this is not a sustainable solution. Prudent fiscal reform must address the persistent problem of overspending.

MECHANISMS TO LIMIT SPENDING

As Florida policy makers search for mechanisms to rein in spending, they have several options. Studies have shown that a number of institutions can limit state spending.18 One option is a supermajority vote requirement for all tax increases. Florida currently requires a supermajority vote in the legislature to raise its corporate income tax. If the state applied this requirement to all tax increases (as ten states currently do), it would provide a powerful restraint on future spending increases.19

An executive line-item reduction veto is another option. This type of veto—present in 12 states—permits the governor to write in a lower spending amount for particular items in the budget.20 In contrast with the more-conventional veto power in which the governor must veto an entire item if he objects to its cost, the line-item reduction veto has been shown to be a significant tool in limiting spending.

Strict balanced-budget requirements (as described above) are another option. Recent research has shown that these too can be a significant break on spending.
Certain tax and expenditure limitations can also limit state spending. In the next section, we explore one such limit in detail.

**TAX AND EXPENDITURE LIMITATIONS**

A tax and expenditure limitation (TEL) is a formal rule that limits state spending or revenue growth by formula. Thirty states (including Florida) operate under such rules, but the structures of their TELs vary considerably. Many, such as Florida’s, are based on growth in state income. Florida’s rule limits state revenue growth to the average growth rate of state personal income over the previous five years.

Florida illustrates the problem of an income-based limit: When state income is rapidly expanding—as during a housing boom—the limit is not limiting. It simply grows with the rate of income. In contrast, one of the most restrictive TELs limits spending growth to the sum of inflation and population growth. In other words, it holds real per capita spending constant over time.

Figure 1 displays Florida’s budget path under such a TEL. The dark blue line depicts Florida’s actual spending path. The dashed light-blue line shows the upper limit to Florida’s spending if it had been restrained in 1987 to grow no faster than the sum of inflation and population growth. The solid light-blue line is an estimate of what Florida would have spent under such a limit, assuming that spending would have fallen during years in which actual spending fell.

In 2009, Florida spent approximately $66 billion. If the state had maintained its real 1987 per capita spending level, however, its 2009 budget would have been $46 billion. The difference would have easily been enough to avoid Florida’s $6 billion budget gap. Additionally, if many other states had adopted a similar TEL they would have avoided their budget woes as well.

**CONCLUSION**

Like nearly every state in the Union, Florida faced unprecedentedly large budget gaps in both 2009 and 2010. In response, the state cut budgets, raised taxes, and hiked fees. Though these responses closed the budget gaps (for now), they caused much hardship and failed to address the fundamental problem of excessive government spending.

Future budget gaps could be mitigated or avoided altogether if the state were to adopt a more-stringent balanced-budget requirement, permit its citizens greater economic freedom, and/or take serious steps to limit the growth in state spending.

There are a number of reforms that would help Florida limit spending: a line-item reduction veto, a supermajority requirement for all tax increases, a strict balanced-budget requirement, or a formal tax and expenditure limitation. In this paper, we analyzed the impact of an expenditure limit that would permit state spending to grow no faster than the sum of inflation and population growth. If the state had adopted and adhered to such a measure in 1987, it would have avoided its entire 2009 budget gap.
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